Let's grow
together!

Connecting
Microsoft &
Atlassian
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At yasoon, we develop advanced apps
that link Microsoft Outlook with Atlassian
software, making our 2,500+ customers’
daily work easier, more productive and
more transparent.
As an Atlassian Top Vendor from Germany,
we’re technical experts for Atlassian’s and
Microsoft’s product ranges. With years of
experience in add-in development, we
harness the latest technologies to craft a
more productive workplace.

Outlook
Email for Jira
Constantly switching between Outlook and
Jira is both time-consuming and annoying. The yasoon Outlook Email for Jira app
is an extension of your email inbox, letting
you intuitively access all relevant Jira features right from Outlook.
Find out more on
yasoon.com/email-for-jira

Outlook
Meetings
for Jira
No more scheduling madness! Our Outlook
Meetings for Jira app helps you to easily
schedule a meeting from Jira or Jira Service
Desk.
See the availability of the reporter in the
issue and send out an Outlook calendar
invite right from Jira. A comment with the
meeting information will be added to the
issue automatically. All it takes is one click.
Find out more on
yasoon.com/meetings-for-jira
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Outlook
Calendars for
Confluence
Offi
ce 3
Whether managing your room or equipment bookings, event agendas or planning your projects: Benefit from the most
versatile calendar solution for Confluence.
Show and access all relevant calendar infor
mation from Outlook team and personal
calendars as well as Jira milestones.
Find out more on
yasoon.com/calendars-for-confluence
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Use us to
open doors
Help your customer
to increase adoption

Your customer is using Jira or
Confluence? Our products are
essential for success when implementing Atlassian software
in Microsoft-based companies.

If your customer is a Microsoft
Office power user, they’ll be
looking into integrations when
choosing Atlassian products.
Make their decision for Jira and
Confluence easier by bundling
our product that connects to
their Microsoft world.

Their colleagues working in
commercial functions depend
on Outlook and will adopt Jira
and Confluence a lot quicker if
they can be integrated into their
daily routine. This maximizes
usage of Atlassian products.

Get your sales
commission

Your
benefits
as a
partner

We at yasoon know about the
value you bring into the Atlassian
Ecosystem through hard work
and great effort, so of course we
also offer you your Atlassian
Partner Program discount.

Get started!
Want to test our apps in your own company?
We’ll hook you up with free licenses you can
use in your team.
You don't use Microsoft Outlook? No problem: We are currently working on offering
you an individual demo account to test our
apps - stay tuned!

Need more
information for
your customer?

Try it yourself

We’re happy to assist you in
bundling our products.

Our training material gives you all the
relevant information you need to be
prepared for your customer's questions.
Download it on yasoon.com/partner

Interested in partnering with yasoon?
Get in touch! domenique@yasoon.com

Contact
P +49 (0) 621 150 285 15
E partner@yasoon.com
yasoon GmbH
Julius-Hatry-Straße 1
68163 Mannheim
Germany
yasoon.com/partner
+ +

@yasoonOfficial

